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58 Timo Karviin the language as well. Usually the service is much simpler than thespeci�cation of the system itself. After these two speci�cations have beenwritten manually, it is possible to proceed automatically, for example asfollows.Suppose the speci�cation language is CCS, CSP or Lotos (see [10, 8, 2],respectively). There are tools, based on these languages, which generatea certain kind of graph from the speci�cation. This graph is known bythe name global state graph or reachability graph. It contains informationabout all the possible message sequences between the processes in the sys-tem. Deadlocks and livelocks are visible in the graph, too. By comparingthe reachability graph of the system with the graph of the service, onesees whether the system satis�es the service. This comparison involves theconcept of an equivalence. In other words, if the two graphs are equivalentwith respect to the given equivalence, the system is considered correct orveri�ed. If the graphs are not equivalent, then something is wrong. Theincorrect thing may be the description of the system, the description ofthe service or the algorithm or protocol itself. In any case, the reason forthe problem must be detected and then the veri�cation is tried again.If the system is large, the speci�cation will also be large. If problemsare found during the veri�cation, it may be di�cult to detect the rightplace in the speci�cation, which should be modi�ed. The stepwise re�ne-ment of a speci�cation is a method to build the speci�cation graduallyand to verify at every step that the construction proceeds in the rightdirection. The �rst paper dealing with this method explicitly seems tobe [4], although all the necessary formal concepts have been introducedalready in [5] and [3].This article introduces the work in [5] and [4]. However, the Lotos isused instead of CCS and some new observations are made. The equiva-lence used in the above articles is the well-known bisimulation equivalence.Finally, it is shown that the same approach can be applied with respectto other equivalences as well.2 Labeled transition systems2.1 De�nition of a transition systemLabeled transition systems are used to model processes in distributedsystems.



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 59De�nition 1. A labeled transition system is a tuple (S;A; T; q0),where� S is a countable set of states;� A is a countable set of actions; it can contain a special element i,the internal or invisible action;� T � S�A�S is a transition relation; if (p; a; q) 2 T , we oftenwrite p a�! q;� q0 2 S is the initial state; we demand that every state in S isreachable from the initial state q0 when the system is interpreted asa graph.As an example consider a simple process which sends a data packet d1,waits for an acknowledgement a, sends another packet d2, waits again fora and then starts from the beginning. There is also a timer, which timesout, if the acknowledgement does not come. The process as a transitionsystem is as follows: #q0 a ��� q3x??t ??yd1 ??yt x??d2q1 a��! q2Thus sending and receiving messages is modelled by transitions. Atransition does not tell, if its action is a sending or receiving action. Insome versions of transition systems the symbols ' ! ' and ' ? ' are used tomark sending and receiving, respectively. In Lotos, sending and receiv-ing are marked in a speci�cation, but no longer in the labeled transitionsystem generated from the speci�cation. This article follows the Lotosconventions.We note that internal calculations in a process are not visible in tran-sition systems. Internal calculations can be modelled with the internalaction i, if necessary. The action i can be used in many other situationsas well, for example when modelling nondeterminism.If P is a process representated as a transition system and P 0 is astate in P , we can consider P 0 as a new process. The initial state of theprocess P 0 is the state P 0. The graph of P 0 is the same as the graph of P



60 Timo Karviwith the exception of the initial state. (Of course, states not reachablefrom the new initial state should be removed.)2.2 Equivalences of transition systemsThe automatic veri�cation of distributed systems with the help of tran-sition systems is based on the concept of equivalence. There are manykinds of equivalences, but one of the most established is the so calledweak bisimulation equivalence. Before we can de�ne it, some auxiliaryconcepts are needed.� Let A be the set of all possible actions including i.� If P = (S;A; T; q0) is a transition system, a 2 A and q1, q2 are statesin S, we write q1 a=) q2 ;if there is a pathq1 = p1 i�! � � � i�! pi a�! pi+1 i�! � � � i�! pn = q2 :� We write q1 =) q2 or q1 "=) q2, if there is pathq1 = p1 i�! � � � i�! pn = q2 :Notice that n can be 1, i.e. q1 =) q1.De�nition 2. A relation R between transition systems is a weakbisimulation, if for every transition system pair (P1; Q1) 2 R and allactions a 2 (A n fig) [ f"g the following is valid:1. If P1 a=) P2, then there is a Q2 such that Q1 a=) Q2and (P2; Q2) 2 R.2. If Q1 a=) Q2, then there is a P2 such that P1 a=) P2and (P2; Q2) 2 R.



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 61Weak bisimilarity, �wbis, is de�ned as the largest weak bisimulation,�wbis =[ fR j R is a weak bisimulationg :Hence two transition systems (P;Q) are weakly bisimilar, if there is aweak bisimulation R containing the pair (P;Q).For example, the processesP1 a��! P2 c��!b��!P3 a��! P4 Q1 i��! Q2 a��! Q3 b��! Q4 a��! Q5??ycQ6??yaQ7are weakly bisimilar, whereas the processesP1 a��! P3??ybP2 Q1 i��! Q2 a��! Q3??ybQ4are not.2.3 Parallel operatorWe can now model single processes as transition systems. But processeschange messages in a distributed system and we want to model and analysethe whole system, not only single processes. In fact, we can model thewhole system as a transition system, if we assume that actions in theprocesses are interleaved. This means that two actions never happen atthe same time, but always one happens before the other. This assumptioncan be made in most distributed systems.The description of the whole system is best achieved with the helpof a parallel operator. There are several di�erent parallel operators, butwe use the one from Lotos. It is exible and well suited for practicalapplications.



62 Timo KarviIf P and Q are transition systems, we can combine them with theparallel operator writing P j[a1; : : : ; an]jQ ;where a1, : : : , an are visible actions and j[a1; : : : ; an]j is the parallel op-erator. It is de�ned by so called transition rules. Suppose P1 is the initialstate of P and Q1 the initial state of Q. Then1. if P1 a�! P2 and a =2 fa1; : : : ; ang, thenP1 j[a1; : : : ; an]jQ1 a�! P2 j[a1; : : : ; an]jQ1 ;2. if Q1 a�! Q2 and a =2 fa1; : : : ; ang, thenP1 j[a1; : : : ; an]jQ1 a�! P1 j[a1; : : : ; an]jQ2 ;3. if P1 a�! P2, Q1 a�! Q2 and a 2 fa1; : : : ; ang, thenP1 j[a1; : : : ; an]jQ1 a�! P2 j[a1; : : : ; an]jQ2 :For example, if#P4 c �� P1 a��! P2??ybP3 #Q1 a��! Q2 c��! Q3 d��! Q4??ybQ5are two processes with initial states P1 and Q1, then P j[a; b]jQ is thetransition system #P4Q1 c �� P1Q1 a��! P2Q2 c��! P2Q3 d��! P2Q4??ybP3Q5



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 633 Partially de�ned transition systems3.1 De�nition of a partially de�ned systemOur aim is to develop methods to design processes and distributed systemsstep by step. For this purpose we need partially de�ned transition systems.These are transition systems, where transitions can be added to speciallymarked states.De�nition 3. A partially de�ned labeled transition system P is atuple (S;A; T; "; q0), where� S is a countable set of states;� A is a countable set of actions; it can contain the special element i,the internal or invisible action;� T � S�A�S is a transition relation. We denote by Ta the setT \ (S�fag�S) for every a 2 A; it is supposed that Ta 6= ; forevery a 2 A;� " � S is a partiality predicate;� q0 2 S is the initial state; we demand that every state in S isreachable from the initial state q0 when the system is interpreted asa graph.We write p a�! q instead of (p; a; q) 2 T and p" if p 2 ". If p =2 ", thenwe use the notation p#. If p# for all p 2 S, then P is totally de�ned orspeci�ed, otherwise P is partially speci�ed.Let ALTS (augmented labeled transition systems) be the set of par-tially de�ned labeled transition systems. Note that in our terminologytotally de�ned labeled transition systems also belong to ALTS. We as-sume that every action symbol is a �nite string constructed using a �xed�nite alphabet. In addition, it is assumed that there is a countable su-perset of states and the state set in an arbitrary transition system is asubset of this superset. By these assumptions ALTS is countable and wellde�ned as a set. We do not de�ne this superset explicitly and feel freeto use whatever names seem to be practical in concrete situations. Thesame is true for action names, but it is sometimes convenient to have asymbol for the set of all actions. Let A be the set of all possible actionsymbols in all possible transition systems. If (S;A; T; "; q0) is a labeledtransition system, then A � A.



64 Timo Karvi3.2 EquivalenceWe can modify the weak bisimulation equivalence so that it also takespartially de�ned states into account.If P is a transition system, we use the notation P*, if there is pathP = P1 i�! P2 i�! � � � i�! Pn" :De�nition 4. A relation R � ALTS�ALTS is a weak (speci�cation)bisimulation, if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies that:1. P1* if and only if Q1*;2. for all a 2 (A n fig) [ f"g,a) P1 a=) P2 implies that there is a Q2 such that Q1 a=) Q2and (P2; Q2) 2 R;b) Q1 a=) Q2 implies there is a P2 such that P1 a=) P2and (P2; Q2) 2 R.Weak bisimilarity, �wbis, is now de�ned as the largest bisimulation,�wbis =[ fR j R is a bisimulationg :Hence two processes P , Q are weakly bisimilar, P �wbisQ, if there is abisimulation containing the pair (P;Q).We have de�ned the weak bisimilarity using processes instead of states.But as we have explained, a state can be considered as the new initial stateof a process. Thus we can also speak about the equivalence of two states ina same process and combine the equivalent states to form a state minimalprocess.Proposition 1. The relation �wbis is an equivalence relation.Proof. (See [10].) The claim follows from the fact that the followingrelations are bisimulations:a) R = f(P; P ) j P 2 ALTSg.b) R�1 = f(P2; P1) j (P1; P2) 2 Rg, where R is a bisimulation.



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 65c) R = f(P1; P3) j (P1; P2) 2 R1; (P2; P3) 2 R2 for some P2 2 ALTSg,where R1 and R2 are bisimulations. �The weak bisimulation equivalence is a congruence with respect toparallel composition.3.3 Bisimulation re�nementThe bisimulation re�nement, vwbisref , (see [5]), is used to determine whenone process is more speci�ed than another. The relation is de�ned in termsof prebisimulations.In the de�nition we use the notation P + a, which means that everypossible pathP = P1 i�! � � � i�! Pk a�! Pk+1 i�! � � � i�! Pncontains no partially de�ned states, i.e. Pj#, j = 1; : : : ; n.De�nition 5. A relation R � ALTS�ALTS is a prebisimulation,if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies that the following holds for all a 2 (A n fig)[f"g.1. If P1 a=) P2, then there is a Q2 such that Q1 a=) Q2and (P2; Q2) 2 R.2. If P1 + a, thena) Q1 + a,b) Q1 a=) Q2 implies there is a P2 such that P1 a=) P2and (P2; Q2) 2 R.By the same kind of technique as in the construction of the weakbisimulation equivalence it can be shown that the largest prebisimulationvwbisref = [ fR j R is a prebisimulationgis a preorder. This is the bisimulation re�nement. It is compositionalwith respect to the parallel operator.



66 Timo Karvi4 Process algebras4.1 From transition systems to process algebrasIt would be very cumbersome to specify large systems using only transitiondiagrams. It is necessary to develop some other formalism. We have seen,for example, that the parallel operator shortens descriptions radically. Inthe same way we can take other kinds of operators to describe transitionsystems.Consider �rst a sequential chain of actions! P1 a�! P2 b�! P3 c�! P4 :We can represent this algebraically by the formulaa; b; c; stopIf P is a process and a an action, the construction a;P is called actionpre�x in Lotos. The branchingP1 a��! P2??ybP3can be represented by the choice operator [ ]:a; stop [ ] b; stopSometimes we do not want to keep certain actions visible. Actions canbe hid with the hiding operator. If P is a process, thenhide a1; : : : ; an in Pmeans a process which is the same as P with the exception that theactions a1; : : : ; an are replaced with the silent action i. We may use theexpression hB(P ) as well, where B = fa1; : : : ; ang.Action pre�x, choice, parallel composition and hiding are the mostimportant operators and they are in every process algebra such as Lotos,



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 67CCS, CSP or ACP in one form or another. We have followed Lotosconventions.Partially de�ned processes are constructed with the help of the processudef. In what follows, we think that udef is part of a speci�cation lan-guage like stop. Its semantics is practically the same as the semantics ofstop, i.e. no transition is possible from udef. But in order to be able toseparate stop and udef formally, we de�ne that udef ��! udef. Here �is a reserved action. It represents the fact that some actions are possi-ble from the state udef. The process udef can be combined with otherprocesses using the operators action pre�x, choice, hiding and parallelcomposition.For theoretical consideration, we introduce a predicate " which sayswhether the initial state of a process is partially de�ned or not. If P isa process with a partially de�ned initial state, we write P". This meansin practice that new transitions can be added to the initial state. If theinitial state of P is totally de�ned, we write P#. Formally we de�ne� stop#, udef ";� if a is an action, B a set of actions, i, � =2 B, and P and Q areprocesses then1. (a:P )# ;2. if P# and Q#, then (P [ ]Q)#, (P jBjQ)# ;3. if P#, then hB(P )#.These rules de�ne when the initial state of a process is totally de�ned. Ifthe initial state is not totally de�ned, it is partially de�ned.An algebraic process expression with udef corresponds with a partiallyde�ned labeled transition system as follows. First we generate a labeledtransition system in a normal way. Every state in this transition systemcorresponds with a subexpression in the original expression. We removeall the �-transitions and mark the corresponding states partially de�ned.For example, the expressiona; b; stop j[a]j a; c; udefgives rise to the transition system



68 Timo Karvi?a; b; stop j[a]j a; c; udef?ab; stop j[a]j c; udef���	 b @@@Rcstop j[a]j c; udef b; stop j[a]j udef "@@@Rc ���	 bstop j[a]j udef "Consider also the process a;udef [ ] b;udef :It generates the transition system ?a;udef [ ] b;udef���	 a @@@Rbudef " udef "Under the normal semantics this is the same asa; udef [ ] b; udef a; b���! udef " :This does not correspond with our intuition. In the original processde�nition there are two points where the re�nement can start from andthe two re�nements can be di�erent. On the other hand, in the latterdiagram there is only one possible point of re�nement. We draw thediagrams in the former way. We could de�ne formally that every udef inan algebraic expression is indexed with a unique natural number. Thisguarantees that di�erent udef-processes are not uni�ed. We do not useindexes in diagrams, because we draw them so that udef-prosesses havealready been separated. Furthermore, it is not necessary to use indexesin the de�nitions of equivalences and re�nement relations, because thede�nitions are constructed so that they do not depend on this detail. Forthis reason we do not use indexes. Moreover, it would be nice, if thefollowing was true. If P vwbisref Q, then there are P 0 and Q0 such that



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 69P �wbis P 0, Q�wbisQ0 and Q0 is obtained from P 0 by adding transitionsand nodes to unde�ned states. Unfortunately, this property is not truein bisimulation semantics, which shows that the re�nement may be of adi�erent type. However, in some other semantics the property is true,especially in some failure semantics, [9].Every partially de�ned transition system can be transformed to a cor-responding algebraic expression. Consider for example the following tran-sition systems: ! P1" a�! P2 a�! P3" ;! Q1 a�! Q2" a�! Q3 ;! R1 a�! R2" a�! R3 a�! R4" :These correspond with the expressionsP = (a; a;udef)[ ]udef ;Q = a; (a; stop[ ]udef) ;R = a; ((a; a;udef)[ ]udef) :For example, the usual transition system generated from the �rst ex-pression is (a; a;udef) [ ] udef ��! udef ��?aa;udef?audef ��4.2 Stepwise re�nementWe present an example, which shows how the Alternating Bit Protocol orAB-protocol can be designed stepwise and how the wrong design decisionscan be avoided at an early stage ([4]). We present the example usinglabeled transition systems with some operators. In this way the designis more comprehensible. A purely algebraic construction would demandmore knowledge about algebraic languages than we have presented.The AB-protocol consists of a sender and a receiver connected witha duplex channel. The sender takes data messages s from a user andsends them to the receiver. The receiver gives the received messages r to



70 Timo Karvianother user. It is understood that the receiver gives every s only once tothe user. The service description of the protocol is then very simple:ABservice := s; r; ABservice :The channel can drop messages. In principle, it can also distort pack-ets, but we think that erroneous messages are not delivered further, i.e.they are destroyed before they are given to the sender or receiver. In orderto ensure that every message goes to the correct destination, s-messagesare given sequence numbers 0 or 1. We denote by d0 an s-message with0 and by d1 an s-message with 1. The receiver acknowledges the receivedd0 and d1 by a0 and a1, respectively. In the speci�cation of the channelwe must make a distinction between the incoming d0 and d1 and deliv-ered d0 and d1. That is why we denote by dd0 and dd1 the incomingmessages from the sender. Respectively, aa0 and aa1 are the incomingacknowledgements from the receiver. The channel C can be representedas C := C1 jjjC2 ;where C1 := dd0; (d0;C1 [ ] i;C1) [ ] dd1; (d1;C1 [ ] i;C1)and C2 := aa0; (a0;C2 [ ] i;C2) [ ] aa1; (a1;C2 [ ] i;C2) :Here we have used the parallel operator jjj, which is the same as j[ ]j, i.e.the synchronizing set is empty.Now we can start to specify the AB-protocol itself. The completesystem is AB := hide A in (S jjjR) jBj C ;where S is the sender, R is the receiver, A is the set containing all theactions in the system with the exception of s and r andB = fd0; dd0; d1; dd1; a0; aa0; a1; aa1g:Let the �rst designs for S and R be:S1 : ! S1" s�! S2" dd0��! S3"R1 : ! R1" d0�! R2"Now hide A in (S1 jjjR1) jBj C vwbisref ABservice ; (4.1)so S1 and R1 are correct starting points. Next we re�ne



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 71S2 : ! S1" s�! S2" dd0��! S3" a0�! S4" s�! S5"R2 : ! R1" d0�! R2" aa0��! R3" r�! R4" :But now hide A in (S2 jjjR2) jBj C 6 vwbisref ABservice ;so we have made a mistake and S2 and R2 cannot be completed to thecorrect processes S and R. We can analyse the reason for the mistake, ifwe draw the transition graph of the whole, still partially de�ned, system.
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- -a0 sAB9" AB10"- -a0 sAB6"?r AB7"?rNamely, s can happen two times before r happens. The reason for this isthat R2 acknowledges d0 before delivering r to the user. If we modify R2as follows R2 : ! R1" d0�! R2" r�! R3" aa0��! R4" ;the anomaly disappears and we can continue to develop R2 and S2 intoR3 and S3, respectively.



72 Timo Karvi#S1" a1 ��� S6"??ys x??dd1S3 : S2" S5"??ydd0 x??sS3" a0���! S4"
#R1" aa1 ���� R6"??yd0 x??rR3 : R2" R5"??yr x??d1R3" aa0����! R4"Now the equation (4.1) with S1 and R1 replaced with S3 and R3, respec-tively, is valid. Hence S3 and R3 describe the behaviour correctly in thecase, where no transmission errors occur. Notice that the channels aretotally de�ned and they can corrupt messages. Because the sender andreceiver do not consider error situations, errors in channels lead to par-tially de�ned deadlocked states. This means that errors are handled inthose parts of the sender and receiver that will be speci�ed in the followingsteps.Next we add error routines. First we remove the partial state symbol "from the states S1, S2, S4, S5 and R2, R3, R5, R6 and test that theprocesses S4 and R4 thus acquired satisfy the equation (4.1). Becausethey satisfy, it is necessary to add more actions only to the states S3, S6and R1, R4. The results are:#S1 a1 ��� S6??ys ??ytx??dd1S : S2 S5x??t??ydd0 x??sS3 a0���! S4
#R1 d1���!aa1 ���� R6??yd0 x??rR : R2 R5??yr x??d1R3 aa0����!d0 ��� R4Now the whole system, AB, is totally de�ned andAB �wbis ABservice ;so we have completed the design.



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 735 Other semanticsIt is possible to develop re�nement relations also for other equivalences.In this section we show how to de�ne a re�nement relation for divergencebisimilarity and trace equivalence.The weak bisimilarity can be generalized in a straightforward wayto include divergences, as well. We de�ne that a state s is divergent,if there is an in�nite i-path from s. If s is a divergent state, Div(s) istrue, otherwise false. In the next de�nition, we make a clear distinctionbetween divergent and partially de�ned states. Our de�nition resemblesclosely the de�nitions in [6] and [7]. Other approaches are possible. Forexample, [11] considers partially de�ned states divergent in his de�nitionof divergence bisimilarity.De�nition 6. A relation R � ALTS�ALTS is a divergence (speci�-cation) bisimulation, if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies that for all a 2 (Anf�g)[f"g:1. P1* if and only if Q1*,2. Div(P1) if and only if Div(Q1),3. a) P1 a=) P2 implies that there is a Q2 such that Q1 a=) Q2and (P2; Q2) 2 R,b) Q1 a=) Q2 implies there is a P2 such that P1 a=) P2and (P2; Q2) 2 R.Divergence (speci�cation) bisimilarity �div is de�ned by�div = [ fR j R is a divergence bisimulationg :It is an equivalence relation and congruence with respect to the sameoperators as the weak bisimilarity.If we want to get a divergence re�nement, which is compositional withrespect to hiding and sequential composition, we have to combine partial-ity and divergence in some way. We do not want to identify them as isdone in [11], but instead try to �nd a di�erent way to combine them.De�nition 7. A relation R � ALTS�ALTS is a divergence prebisim-ulation, if (P1; Q1) 2 R implies the following for all a 2 (A n f�g) [ f"g:1. If P1 a=) P2 then for some Q2, Q1 a=) Q2 and (P2; Q2) 2 R.2. If Div(P1), then Div(Q1).



74 Timo Karvi3. If P1 + a thena) Q1 + a,b) Div(P1) if and only if Div(Q1),c) Q1 a=) Q2 implies there is a P2 such that P1 a=) P2and (P2; Q2) 2 R.The divergence re�nement, vdivref , is the largest divergence prebisimula-tion, vdivref = [ fR j R is a divergence prebisimulationg :The de�nition has two conditions for divergence, which may seem su-peruous. Condition 2 guarantees that the divergence re�nement behavesaccording to our intuition. For example, we want to exclude the caseP vdivref Q for the processes P and Q below:-
P3
P2"
P1?a
?�-�

- Q1
Q2?a

It is intuitively not very satisfying, if a less de�ned process, in this ex-ample P , can contain a divergence, whereas its re�nement Q contains nodivergences. The condition 3.b) is needed, because we want the divergencere�nement to coincide with the divergence bisimilarity on totally de�nedsystems. In the case of convergent processes De�nition 7 agrees with thebisimulation re�nement.Trace semantics is the simplest of so called failure semantics. We saythat two processes P and Q are trace equivalent, if they have the sametraces. A trace in P is a sequence of actions a1, : : : , an such that ai 6= iand there is in P a path



Stepwise Re�nement of Speci�cations 75P a1=) P1 a2=) � � � an=) Pn :Now we de�ne the trace re�nement.De�nition 8. A process Q is a trace re�nement of a process P , if thefollowing conditions are satis�ed:1. Every trace in P is also a trace in Q.2. Every trace t in Q is either a trace in P or there is a pre�x u of tsuch that u is a trace in P that leads to a partially de�ned state.Using the same mechanism for traces as above, it is possible to developre�nement relations for more complicated failure semantics. For example,in BKO-semantics the branching structure of a process is taken into ac-count, [2]. The CFFD-semantics is an extension of the BKO-semantics,because it also considers divergences, [12]. Re�nement relations can beconstructed in these semantics. The method is similar to the one for tracesemantics, [9].6 ConclusionI have shown in this article how to verify distributed algorithms automat-ically step by step. The veri�cation is usually done in the bisimulationsemantics, but it can be done in other semantics as well. The examples ofother semantics have been divergence bisimulation and trace semantics.This kind of approach has been used in many practical applications. Thedescribed methods have bene�ted especially computer network protocolsand standards. There are many tools to make the use of those methodseasier now. As a matter of fact, the industry seems to be interested inthese methods, too.Some problems remain. If a distributed algorithm is such that it allowsan arbitrary number of processes, it is possible to show the correctnessonly for a �xed number of processes. In this sense, the proof is not math-ematically complete. The other problem concerns in�nite structures. Forexample, if an algorithm is such that it uses a stack without putting anupper limit to the stack size, the described automatical methods cannothandle this. The reason is that the global graph will be in�nite. In�-nite systems are today under study and it will be interesting to see, howgeneral cases the automated methods can handle.
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